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Abstract
Short-term hydropower planning and bidding under uncertainty is a complicated task. The problem became more challenging with the liberalized
market environment within the last two decades. Apart from this new reform
taking place in the electricity market, the electricity market participants including hydropower producers experienced the second change in the form
of intermittent wind power integration into power systems. Thus, previous
decision support tools are not capable of fulfilling market participants’ expectations in the new competitive and highly uncertain environment.
Intermittent power sources, namely wind power, increase the imbalances
in the power system, which in turn increases the need of the regulating power
sources. Being a flexible energy source, hydropower can provide regulating
power. For this purpose, new hydropower planning and bidding models must
be developed, capable of addressing uncertainties and the dynamics existing
within market places.
In this dissertation, a set of new short-term hydropower planning and
bidding models are developed for sequential electricity markets under price
uncertainties. Developed stochastic coordinated hydropower planning and
bidding tools can be classified into two classes, as models with exogenous
and endogenous prices.
In the first class, developed coordinated bidding tools address the price
uncertainties using scenario trees, which are built based on the distribution
function of the unknown variables. Thus, the proposed coordinated bidding
and planning tools consider all possible future prices and market outcomes
together with the likelihood of these market outcomes. To reflect the continuously clearing nature of intra-day and real-time markets rolling planning
is applied. In addition, models apply risk measures as another way to hedge
against uncertain prices.
In the second class, hydropower stochastic strategic bidding models are
developed using stochastic bi-level optimization methodology. Here market
prices are calculated internally as dual variables of the load balance constraints in the lower level ED problems. To be able to solve the stochastic bilevel optimization problem, KKT optimality conditions are applied. By this
transformation the problem is converted to a single-level stochastic program,
which is simplified further using a corresponding discretization technique.

iv
Sammanfattning
Kortsiktig vattenkraftsplanering och budgivning utifrån osäkra prognoser är en komplicerad uppgift.
Problemet har blivit än svårare i och med de senaste decenniernas avreglering av elmarknaden. Dessutom försvårar den kraftiga utbyggnaden av
intermittent vindkraft problemet ytterligare. På grund av dessa förändringar
är numera tidigare välfungerande beslutsstödsverktyg för kortsiktig vattenkraftsplanering och budgivning förlegade och kan inte längre uppfylla marknadsaktörernas förväntningar som beslutsunderlag.
Intermittenta kraftkällor, såsom vindkraft, ökar obalanserna i kraftsystemet vilket i sin tur ökar behovet av reglerkraft. Flexibla produktionskällor
som vattenkraft kan leverera reglerkraften men för att göra detta behöver vattenkraftsplanerings och budgivningsstödet att utvecklas. Det handlar om att
utveckla modeller och metoder som klarar av att hantera de nya osäkerheterna på elmarkanden.
I denna avhandling har en uppsättning nya modeller för kortsiktig vattenkraftsplanering och budgivning utvecklats för sekventiella elmarknader
utifrån prisosäkerheter. Utvecklade stokastiska vattenkraftsplanerings- och
budgivningsstöd för exogena- och endogena-priser kan delas in i två modellklasser.
I den första modellklassen utvecklas budgivningsstödet för att hantera
prisosäkerhet med hjälp av scenarioträd som är byggda på fördelningsfunktionen av de okända variablerna. Det förslagna koordinerade planerings- och
budgivningsstöden överväger alla tänkbara framtida priser och marknadsutfall tillsammans med sannolikheten för dessa marknadsresultat. För att återspegla intradag-marknadens föränderliga karaktär tillämpas en ständig uppdatering för att i realtid ge det bästa budgivningsstödet. Dessutom använder
modellerna en ständig riskanalys för att skydda marknadsaktören mot osäkerheten i priserna.
I den andra modellklassen utvecklas de strategiska stokastiska vattenkraftsbudgivningsmodellerna utifrån en stokastisk “bi-level ”optimeringsmetodik. I detta fall beräknas marknadspriser internt som dual variabler av förbrukningsbalansens begränsningar i den lägre nivån av ED-problem. För att
lösa de stokastiska bi-level optimeringsproblemen tillämpas KKT-optimalitetsvillkor. Genom denna omvandling förenklas problemet till ett endimensionellt stokastisk optimeringsproblem som därefter förenklas ytterligare genom att använda en diskretiserings-teknik.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This chapter establishes the research areas, motivates the scientific topic of the
thesis and summarizes the scientific contributions.

1.1

Background

In the last two decades the electric power industry has been undergoing two
major changes.
First, it is changing its operation from monopoly to competitive environment.
The aim of this transformation is to improve its efficiency by providing more reliable electric power with minimum cost. From the economic point of view, electric
energy is a commodity like any other commodity, which can be sold and bought
with a market price defined by supply and demand. However, its physical functioning is completely different from other commodities. The main difference lies
in the fact that it cannot be stored. In an electric power system, generation has
to remain equal to consumption in every single minute. Thus, the liberalization
of the electric power system requires reshaping the main three components of a
vertically integrated monopoly. These components are generation, distribution and
transmission. In the liberalized market environment, generation, distribution and
transmission of the electric power have to be carried out in the competitive environment under new rules and regulations [78].
The second change that the electric power industry faces is the increasing wind
power share in the electric power system. It is estimated that the share of renewable energy will double in Europe within the next two decades [20]. Worldwide,
the use of non-hydro renewable energy sources is predicted to be tripled [2]. The
5
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main challenge is related to the capability to forecast wind power production accurately. Otherwise the unforeseen wind fluctuations increase the need for the spinning reserves, and thus push up electricity system production cost. The wind power
forecast accuracy highly depends on the wind speed forecast accuracy. Since the
power curve of a wind turbine is non-linear, the small inaccuracy in wind speed
forecast might cause quite a big error in the wind power forecast. Therefore, the
growing wind power penetration in the electric power system increases the requirement for the conventional power sources to serve as a reserve power and provide
smooth physical operations of the power system. Hydropower is a conventional
power source capable of providing regulated power.
On one hand a competitive market environment and on the other hand an increasing wind power penetration in the power system make the planning and the
operation of hydropower a challenging and complicated task. In the liberalized
market environment the main objective of a hydropower producer became to maximize the profit, while facing new market rules and uncertainties caused by wind
power introduction. Thus, previously used decision support tools are not helpful
anymore to plan hydropower production in the current power system. Therefore,
there is a significant need to design new optimization models for hydropower planning capable of coping with uncertainties and to work in competitive electricity
market.
A mathematical tool capable of addressing uncertainties precisely is stochastic
optimization. Stochastic models have a random variable, hence unknown set of
inputs in a form of a scenario tree. Moreover, stochastic programming addresses
optimization under uncertainty, and reflects the fact that new information about the
uncertain data arrives as time evolves along the planning horizon [12, 55]. The
accuracy of the stochastic model highly depends on the accuracy of the designed
scenario tree of the random variables. The following steps are required to design
an informative and accurate scenario tree of a random variable: 1) to forecast the
underlying random variable accurately for the planning time horizon, 2) to generate
a huge number of scenarios based on the forecasted values, 3) to reduce the number
of scenarios, keeping the previous information as much as possible.
Risk management is another way to cope with the electricity market uncertainties [56]. The hydropower producer is intended to hedge against the risk related to
market price volatility, as this market player is planning its production under the
uncertain prices.
The liberalized electricity markets all over the world are multi-settlement markets. Namely the Nordic electricity market has day-ahead, intra-day, and real-time
markets. The uncertainty of market prices and the dynamics between different mar-
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ket places make the optimal planing of hydropower production a challenging task.
In addition, the integration of intermittent renewable energy sources such as wind
and solar power has increased the volatility of electricity prices [51].
Price driven stochastic models for short-term optimal planning of the hydropower production can be categorized as one-level and multi-level. In one-level
stochastic models a hydropower producer is considered as a price taker, and unknown prices are entered into optimization models exogenously. In contrast, bilevel or multi-level stochastic optimization models calculate the market prices endogenously. In this case the hydropower producer is called a price maker, and the
planning itself is called strategic planning.

1.2

Motivation and scientific scope

Large penetration of wind power has increased both volatility and unpredictability of electric market prices, which demands developing more accurate price
forecasting tools. In addition, the liberalization of the electricity market has created a competitive market environment which requires different approaches from
market players while producing, distributing and transmitting the electric power.
A significant need to develop new optimal bidding methods has arisen for hydropower producers also. To develop a bidding model for a short-term hydropower
producer reflecting all aspects of the electricity market is an extremely complicated task. This work is mainly addressing short-term hydropower optimal bidding
to different market places under the uncertainty of electricity market prices.
Since in the liberalized market environment the objective of a hydropower producer is to maximize the profit for a given price forecast, the short-term hydropower
optimal bidding problem highly depends on the accuracy of the price forecast.
With an increased wind power share, the electricity market prices became more
volatile, hence more difficult to predict. This issue motivates the researchers to use
stochastic optimization, which allows the consideration of different outcomes of
the random value, and generates the expected profit. The drawback of using the
stochastic approach rather than its deterministic counterpart is that the size of the
problem can increase enormously and the optimal solution might never be reached.
Another way to hedge against the volatile market prices is managing the risk.
The main objective of the hydropower producer in this case will be to maximize
the expected profit weighted by risk measure. The risk-neutral hydropower producer will give very little weight to the risk factor, but the risk-averse hydropower
producer will prefer to weight the risk term heavily. The modeling framework

8
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developed in this thesis is appropriate for hydropower producers who have not allocated their production fully or partly to bilateral contracts. These producers aim
to trade in day-ahead, intra-day and real-time markets.
The scope of this dissertation considers three research areas:
Research area 1 (Electricity market price forecast) The main objective is to develop forecasting tools or improve existing ones for electricity market prices addressing the corresponding market rules.
Research area 2 (Short-term hydropower bidding considering price uncertainties) The main objective is to maximize the hydropower producer’s profit, taking
into consideration all market floors. Specifically the followings have been studied:
• Short-term hydropower bidding models with exogenous prices
• Short-term hydropower bidding models with endogenous prices
Research area 3 (Risk assessment) The main objective is to hedge against market price volatility caused by intermittent wind power penetration to the power
system.
The figure 1.1 demonstrates hydropower planning steps. The scope of the thesis is highlighted in green. The whole work is concentrated on improving the electricity market price forecasting accuracy, to develop stochastic coordinated optimal
bidding models for a risk-averse hydropower producer.

1.3

Scientific contributions

The summary of the scientific contribution of this thesis is listed below:
Research area 1 Electricity market price forecast.
C1 Markov-based HW-GARCH-MRJD regime switching method to choose the
best price predictor for the day of planning for predicting the magnitude of
the electricity prices.
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Hydropower-planning
Long-termplanning

Seasonalplanning

Electricity-priceforecast

Short-termplanning

Optimal-bidding
models-withexogenous-prices

Expectedprofit

Expectedprofit-and-risk

Optimal-bidding modelswith-endogenous-prices:Stochastic-MPEC

·
·

Load-forecast
Wind-powerforecast

Expectedprofit

Figure 1.1: The scope of the dissertation.

Research area 2.1 Short-term hydropower bidding models with exogenously entered uncertain prices.
C2 Coordinated production planning method of a profit-maximising hydropower
producer in sequential day-ahead, intra-day, and real-time markets.
C3 A stochastic and dynamic mixed-integer linear program (SD-MILP) for obtaining the optimal coordinated bidding in three-settlement markets.
Research area 2.2 Short-term hydropower bidding models with endogenously
calculated uncertain prices.
C4 A stochastic MPEC model for optimal bidding of a hydropower producer aiming to show that the hydropower producer can maximize its profit by acting
strategically. The strategic biding for a hydropower producer is modelled
as a Stackelberg game using bi-level optimization, where the hydropower
producer acts as a “leader”and other participants behave as “followers”.
C5 A stochastic bi-level model for a strategically behaving hydropower producer
aiming to maximize the profit in the day-ahead market. The marginal opportunity cost in strategic bidding of the hydropower producer is modeled
explicitly.
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Research area 3 Risk management.
C6 The quadratic risk measure to model risk-averse hydropower producer’s behavior.
C7 The hourly CVaR measure (T-CVaR) is employed in the stochastic framework,
to describe the behavior of the risk-averse hydropower producer.

1.4

Thesis outline

The outline of the dissertation follows:
Chapter 2 This chapter provides general background and theory for this work. A
description of liberalized electricity markets is given. Wind power and hydropower characteristics as renewable power sources are introduced. Electricity price forecasting techniques are discussed. Stochastic optimization
and risk management concepts are presented as two ways to cope with uncertainties.
Chapter 3 In this chapter, the issues related to the modeling of the day-ahead and
regulating market prices are described. A Markovian switch is introduced
to choose the best price predictor for the coming day. The theory behind
scenario generation and reduction is presented.
Chapter 4 Two basic classes of stochastic optimization models for hydropower
planning are described. The first class is one-level stochastic programs with
exogenous market prices. The second class is bi-level stochastic programs
which calculate the market prices internally.
Chapter 5 Three types of risk measures are described; quadratic risk measure,
CVaR and hourly CVaR risk measures. The quadratic risk measure is applicable for optimization problems with a deterministic variable, while the
other two risk measures can be introduced into optimization problems with
stochastic variables.
Chapter 6 Optimal bidding of a hydropower producer for two-settlement markets
and three-settlement markets are presented with exogenous prices. Dayahead, intra-day and real-time market prices are forecasted and entered to
the models as input data. Here the hydropower producer is a price taker.
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Chapter 7 Optimal bidding of a hydropower producer for one-settlement market
is introduced. The market prices are stochastic endogenous. The strategic
behavior of a profit maximizing hydropower producer in day-ahead market
is modeled by stochastic MPECs. Day-ahead market prices are calculated
internally as dual variables of the load balance constraints.
Chapter 8 This chapter concludes the dissertation and discusses some research
ideas as future works.

Chapter 2

Background
This chapter provides general background and theory for this work. A description
of liberalized electricity markets is given. Wind power and hydropower characteristics as renewable power sources are introduced. Electricity price forecasting
techniques are discussed. Stochastic optimization and risk management concepts
are presented as two ways to cope with uncertainties.

2.1

Liberalized electricity markets

As early as 1989 the British supply industry faced constructional changes, motivating competition in generation and supply side [42]. Shortly after the British
market, liberalization of the electricity markets in Nordic countries took place.
Norway was the pioneer and in 1993 Norwegian electricity market was founded
and named Nord Pool. In 1996 Sweden joined Nord Pool, followed by Finland
in 1998 and by Denmark in 2000 [32]. The process of liberalizing the electricity
industry gradually spread all over the world.

2.1.1

Electricity market floors

Electricity markets are multi-settlement and usually are featured by the dayahead, intra-day, and real-time markets.

Day-ahead market
Huge amount of electric power is traded through the day-ahead market [74].
In 2007, 291 TWh electric power was traded through Nordic Nord Pool Spot, trig13
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gering e 9.1 billion turnover [32]. In a similar way, in the United States most
of the consumed electric power is exchanged either through day-ahead markets or
through bilateral contracts [52].
In a day-ahead market, an auction is carried out for energy delivery of the
following day with hourly increments. The day-ahead electricity market is operated
in three steps: (1) bidding, (2) market clearing and (3) pricing [81].
At step (1) electric power producers and consumers submit bids to the dayahead market. Producers have to put an offer considering cost characteristics of
their units. Buyers make bids based on the load forecast. Offer bids can be simple
or complex: the simple offers consist of price and quantity components, and the
complex ones allow the producer to inform the TSO about costs and constraints
such as start-up costs, ramp-up constraints and so on.
At step (2) The TSO runs an economic dispatch problem, which aims to meet
the system demand with the minimum possible cost. The economic dispatch problem determines how much electric power has to be provided by each producer.
At step (3) the market clearing price is calculated as the dual variable of the load
balance constraint in the economic dispatch problem in step 2). Then all producers
are getting paid by market clearing price for their generation, even if they had an
offered price less then the market price.

Intra-day market
Many electricity markets have an intra-day or adjustment market. In the Nordic
electricity market the intra-day market is called Elbas. Intra-day markets are open
directly after the clearing process of the day-ahead market, and close shortly before
the actual delivery of that hour. This market floor aims to decrease the imbalances
occurring between day-ahead and real-time markets. Adjustment markets are usually not liquid, and the trading of the physical electricity takes place between the
participants [32]. The adjustment markets give an excellent opportunity for producers owning renewable energy sources. Since it is hard to forecast renewable
energy production a day ahead, the participation in intra-day markets will allow
these market actors to decrease the imbalance cost based on the possibility to reforecast. The volume traded in intra-day markets is not big; however the utilization
of the intra-day market is increasing parallel with the increase of renewable energy
sources, particularly intermittent wind power [32].

2.1. LIBERALIZED ELECTRICITY MARKETS
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Real-time market
It was mentioned before, that electricity is different from other commodities
since it requires stable frequency and voltage in the transmission system. Central
dispatch, therefore, is needed to operate real-time physical trading smoothly. In
real-time, energy demand and supply might deviate from the amount scheduled in
the day-ahead bases. Hence, flexible power sources, flexible consumption and a
real-time market are needed to keep the balance between production and consumption [52]. Both producers and consumers submit selling and buying bids stating
the selling and buying volume and the price. The TSO again runs economic dispatch for the real-time market based on the received information from producers
and consumers. Based on the results the real-time market demand is met at lowest
possible cost. Similarly, the real-time price is cleared and calculated as the dual
variable of the load balance constraint in the real-time economic dispatch problem.
Thus, each deviation occurring in the real-time market is reflected in real-time market prices. If the real-time market demand happens to be higher than the day-ahead
market demand, the flexible generation units will up regulate and the market will
experience up-regulation. The up-regulated price is often higher than day-ahead
market price.
In a similar way, if the real-time market demand is less than the day-ahead market demand, the market experiences down-regulation. The down-regulation price
will often be less than the day-ahead market price. Therefore, flexible generators,
including hydropower, have incentives to provide balancing power.
Before the introduction of the renewable energy sources in the power market,
only a small proportion of total energy has been traded in the real-time market. Less
than 5 % of total energy has been traded in the real-time market in the Californian
system in 1999 [52]. However, the current amount of renewable power sources,
and the planned amount for the future, will increase the utilization of real-time
markets [13].

2.1.2

Physical power exchange and bidding

There is an obvious need for new decision support tools for the problems of
power market planning and operation caused by the liberalization of electricity
markets. Problems in power exchange and optimal bidding are of great interests
for electric power producers.
The bidding curves can be modelled as a price-volume pair. As both price and
volume are variables, this will cause non-linearity. Let i be the index for the possi-
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Figure 2.1: Bidding rule

ble bid prices and ρi represents these prices. In order to avoid non-linearity, the possible price range is discretized into a finite fixed price points in a way that ρi ≤ ρi+1
and the corresponding bid volumes are considered as variables [36]. Then, a fundamental rule is applied to couple bid volumes xi,t and dispatched volumes qt : for
each hour if ρi ≤ ptd ≤ ρi+1 then qt = ∑il=0 xi−l,t , where l =1,2...i. This rule builds
non-decreasing piece-wise linear bidding curve, demonstrated in Figure 2.1.

2.2

Wind power

For the wind power industry 2014 was a record year, since the total wind power
installation during 2014 is more than 50 GW. Another peak has been recorded
in 2012, when wind power global annual installation crossed 45 GW. The global
installation of wind power in 2013 was 35.6 GW [4]. At the end of 2014, the total
wind over the world was 369.6 GW, resulting 16 % cumulative market growth. The
countries with highest installed capacity are shown in Figure 2.2.
Cumulative installed wind power capacity throughout the world is depicted in
Figure 2.3.
According to the Figure 2.3, wind power has been increasing exponentially
throughout the time, and it is predicted that wind power will continue to grow in
the same manner.

2.2. WIND POWER
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Figure 2.2: Countries with top installed capacity January-December 2014 [4].
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Figure 2.3: Cumulative installed wind power capacity all over the world from 2000
to 2014. (2015 to 2019 is the forecasted values) [4].

Wind power and its impact on power system
Wind power production variation can occur in all time scales: seconds, minutes, hours, days, months and years [50]. Since wind power can change its production dramatically even within seconds, it is difficult to predict even the short-term
variations. It is not unlikely that very windy day will be followed by a completely
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calm day, causing wind power production drop from nearly maximum to zero. This
phenomenon will create highly volatile day-ahead market prices, sometimes with
high peaks. Figure 2.4 shows day-ahead market price volatility during one year
(from March 10 2012 to March 10 2013) for the Nordic power market [1].
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Figure 2.4: Day-ahead market prices from March 10 2012 to March 10 2013.

A significant challenge has been created for system operations with the integration of large scale wind power to the power systems, due to the intermittent and
unpredictable nature of wind power production. With the liberalization of electricity markets wind power producers can trade wind production through electricity
pools by submitting quantity-price bids. According to market rules, if there is a
deviation between the actual production and dispatched volume, the power system
is experiencing an imbalance, which requires the utilization of operating reserves.
Operating reserves are categorized as fast and slow according to their response
time. Fast reserves are able to response within seconds to restore the system frequency, while load-following slow reserves respond within 15 minutes to cover
the larger scale disturbances [64]. The unpredictability of wind power causes high
imbalances in the power system, which in its turn triggers deployment of fast and
slow regulating reserves causing high imbalance costs and volatile real-time market
prices.
All profit maximizing producers, including hydropower producers, participating in all market floors are challenged to study electricity market prices and develop
forecasting tools capable of capturing the electricity price dynamics accurately.

2.3. HYDROPOWER PLANNING
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Hydropower planning

Hydropower planning is a comprehensive task divided in three phases: long-term,
seasonal and short-term planning [31]. The hydropower scheduling flowchart is
drawn in Figure 2.5.
Long2term2scheduling2(1-52years,2weekly2resolution)
Stochastic2optimization

Marginal2water2values
Reservoir2levels

Seasonal2scheduling2(3-182months,2weekly2resolution)
Stochastic2or2multi-scenario2deterministic2optimization

Marginal2water2values
Reservoir2levels

Short-term2scheduling2(1-22weeks, hourly2resolution)
Deterministic2or2stochastic2optimization

Production2allocation
Optimal2bidding2curves

Figure 2.5: Hydropower scheduling framework [31].

The long-term planning
The aim of long-term hydropower scheduling is to allocate water resources for
1-5 years in an optimal way. Historical data are used to describe temperature,
precipitation and water inflow to the reservoirs. Predicted system demand, prices,
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inflow, planned outages of power plants as well as new built plants are important
components of the optimization model.
The main challenge in long-term planning is that the resulting optimization
models are very big and hard to handle due to the underlying complex system, long
simulated time horizon and existing uncertainties. In most of the cases, aggregation
is needed in order to make the problem solvable [31]. The long-term planning of
hydropower is outside the scope of this thesis.

The seasonal planning
The seasonal hydropower planning creates a bridge between long-term and shortterm hydropower scheduling. In most of the cases, long-term scheduling of hydropower is based on a large level of aggregation. On the other hand short-term
scheduling requires detailed information about each reservoir. Thus, the middle
step of scheduling is required to make long and short-term planning problems compatible. This is done by seasonal planning.
Seasonal planning provides more detailed analysis of the physical system and
better assessment of water in each individual reservoir [31]. Seasonal planning of
hydropower is also outside the scope of this dissertation.

The short-term planning
In contrast, short term hydropower scheduling models provide the optimal operation of water resources for the coming days, with hourly resolutions. These
optimization models result in detailed descriptions of hydropower dispatch hour
by hour. Usually, for short-term hydropower planning, deterministic models are
used. However, with liberalization of power markets on one side, and large scale
wind power integration in the power systems on the other side, highly volatile market prices have been caused. The stochastic optimization can model the task of
planning and bidding of a hydropower producers. Inflow level to the reservoirs is
usually taken as deterministic for short-term hydropower planning. Market prices
can be either forecasted and entered to the optimization models as exogenous variables, or can be calculated internally as a dual variable of the load balance constraint in the economic dispatch problem for the corresponding market floor. For
the first case, the accuracy of the results is highly dependent on the accuracy of the
provided price forecast. An accurate price forecast for an electricity market has a
significant impact on the producers’ bidding strategies. The short-term planning
and bidding of a hydropower producer are the major scopes of this dissertation.

2.4. ELECTRICITY PRICE FORECASTING
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Electricity price forecasting

The deregulation of electricity markets made the forecasting process of electricity prices more challenging. According to [33], in deregulated markets, electricity price dynamics reflect special characteristics of the particular market under
study. Therefore, to recognize the main economic drivers, it is important to study
the peculiarities of the electricity price dynamics.
Forecasting approaches are different for modeling day-ahead, intra-day and
real-time market prices. For day-ahead market only price magnitude has to be
predicted. In contrast, for the other two markets both price magnitude and price
direction have to be forecasted.

The scenario tree generation and reduction
Some parameters in the stochastic program have uncertain values. This means
that instead of single values they have continuous distributions. Only trivial problems are possible to solve with continuous distributions. Therefore, in most of the
cases, the continuous distribution of the random variable is approximated by a discrete distribution. This discretization is known as a scenario tree or an event tree.
Therefore, the solution with the discrete distribution is only an approximation of
the solution of the original problem. The accuracy of the approximation directly
depends on the accuracy of the scenario tree.
To be able to get the best possible approximation of the original problem, many
scenarios have to be generated. However this can increase the problem size significantly and make the solution time unacceptably long. The most common approach
is to generate large number of scenarios and reduce it such that the information
about the stochastic process is maintained as much as possible [43].

2.5

Stochastic optimization

A stochastic program is defined as an optimization problem for which some problem data are considered uncertain [12, 55]. The stochastic programming helps to
increase the solution accuracy. They provide proper tools to treat uncertainty adequately. This branch of applied mathematics have been studied already for some
decades, however it found its application in energy system planning recently.
Generally, a stochastic programming problem tends to find a reasonable decision, without knowing in which state will be the electricity market when the
decision is made.
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The framework of two-stage (multistage) stochastic programming problems
with recourse is a formulation which considers expected future conditions to find a
reasonable decision. The concept of two-stage stochastic programming problems
with recourse is explained in the section 4.1. Multistage stochastic programming
problems are generalization of the two-stage case.

2.6

Risk assessment

The short-term planning and bidding of a hydropower producer are subject
to the risk in the market. The risk assessment and management techniques are
discussed in the literature. Financial contracts (such as swap, cap and floor) offer a
hydropower producer an option to hedge its position against volatile market prices.
The risk assessment measures (such as VaR and CVaR) provides indication for the
level of risk exposure in the market. Risk assessment techniques are used in this
work.

Chapter 3

Electricity price modeling
In this chapter, the issues related to the modeling of the day-ahead and regulating
market prices are described. A Markovian switch is introduced to choose the best
price predictor for the coming day. The theory behind scenario generation and
reduction is presented.

3.1

Forecasting methods to model day-ahead market
prices

A lot of work has been carried out in the field of day-ahead market price forecasting. For a detailed review on the topic see [5]. Day-ahead market price forecasting
techniques based on the time series models can be categorised as regression models
with their extensions [26,39], artificial intelligence based models [82], exponentialsmoothing [98] and stochastic processes [95].
The references [25, 26, 99] present ARIMA forecasting technique to predict
day-ahead market prices. Reference in [39] and [19] use GARCH methodology
for forecasting day-ahead market prices.
A dynamic harmonic regression model is presented in [65].
The exponential-smoothing forecasting technique models the underlying time
series with unique or multiple seasonal patterns [98]. The HW forecasting method
belongs to exponential smoothing class. References [57] and [54] apply the HW
model to forecast the electricity demand and imbalance cost. Reference [96] provides a comparison analysis of parametric auto regression and semi-parametric
auto regression forecasting models.
23
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The ARIMA-GARCH model
The autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) is a well-established model to forecast day-ahead market prices [15, 17].
If the underlying time series (1) does not show any deviation from stationarity
and (2) autocorrelation function reduces fast, then the data has to be represented
with an appropriate ARMA process. Otherwise, the suitable transformation has to
be done hoping to generate new series with the properties of (1) and (2). ARIMA
processes are generalizations of ARMA classes which represent non-stationary series. ARIMA processes reduce to ARMA stationary processes by differencing
finitely many times (the involvement of (1 − B), (1 − B24 ) and (1 − B168 ) terms in
the model structure)1 . In addition, the logarithmic transformation of the original
data might be needed to get a more homogenous mean and variance.
Generally, the ARMA(a,b) process defines a parametric family of stationary
processes and can be expressed in the following form: φ (B)pt = θ (B)εt ; where
T is the time series, φ and θ are respectively ath and bth degree polynomials,
{pt }t=1
and εt is a white noise sequence with Normal distribution, εt ∼ N(0, σ 2 ). The φ
and θ are expressed as follows:
)
φ (B) = 1 − φ1 B − φ2 B2 − ... − φa Ba ,
θ (B) = 1 + θ1 B + θ2 B2 + ... + θb Bb ,

(3.1.1)

The prediction procedure for ARIMA-GARCH method is depicted in Figure
3.1.
The GARCH forecasting class in its turn is generalized ARIMA, where the
error term is assumed to be serially correlated instead of being constant [39]. In
GARCH models the error term can be modeled by an Auto Regressive (AR) process as
εt2 = νt2Vt

(3.1.2)

and σν2 = 1 is white noise process
a

b

2
Vt = c + ∑ ψiVt−i + ∑ Ψi εt−i
.
i=1

1B

i=1

is the backward shift operator defined by B j pt = pt− j

(3.1.3)

3.1. FORECASTING METHODS TO MODEL DAY-AHEAD MARKET
PRICES
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Times series
Step 1: Identification using
ACF and PACF functions
Step 2: Parameter Estimation
using ML method
Step 3: Validation using ACF
and PACF of reseduals
Step 4: Prediction using the
built model
Figure 3.1: The prediction procedure for ARIMA-GARCH method

The Holt Winters (HW) model
The HW model is an approach to model a time series with a seasonal pattern. The
standard model was introduced by Winters in 1960 [98], and it is suitable for time
series with a single seasonal pattern. However, the model was upgraded by Taylor
in 2003 [83] to consider time series with multiple patterns. A time series with
multiple seasonality can be formulated in either an additive or multiplicative way.
T with a unique seasonal patThe standard HW model for a time series {pt }t=1
tern is as follows,
γt = α(pt /It−s ) + (1 − α)(γt−1 + Tt−1 )

(3.1.4)

Tt = β (γt − γt−1 ) + (1 − β )Tt−1

(3.1.5)

It = δ (pt /γt ) + (1 − δ )It−s

(3.1.6)

p̃t (h) = (γt + hTt )It−s+h

(3.1.7)

where γt is the exponential component, Tt is the trend and It is the seasonal component with period s. The α, β and δ are smoothing parameters which belong to
the interval [0, 1] and p̃t (h) is the forecast for h hours forward.
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The MRJD model
In general, a variable, that evolves over time in a way that it is at least in
part random is referred to as a stochastic process [30], [33]. A MRJD stochastic
continuous-time process is defined as follows;
d pt = (ν − η pt )dt + ζ dDt + Jt dRt ,

(3.1.8)

In (3.1.8), ην is the long term mean. The Dt is Brownian motion, which is
responsible for frequent small fluctuations around ην proportional to ζ . The Poisson process Rt produces non-frequent big spikes of size Jt , which is normally distributed N(µ, ξ ) with arrival rate of λ [94].
The approach described in [7] is used to estimate the model parameters. The
continuous model is approximated by a discrete one by discretizing the price dynamics: ∆t, where ∆t is 1 hour. It is assumed that the probability that more than
one jump will occur within an hour is nearly zero.

3.2

The Markov chain

Assume bt is a binary stochastic variable, which is modeled using discrete Markov
chains. Similar to reference [97], a Markov chain is defined as a discrete time
stochastic process, if for all t and for all states, the following takes place
P(bt+1 = it+1 | bt = it , bt−1 = it−1 ...b1 = i1 , b0 = i0 ) = P(bt+1 = it+1 | bt = it ),
(3.2.1)
The equation (3.2.1) briefly states that the probability distribution of the state
at time t + 1 only depends on the realization of hour t and does not reflect the information from the whole history the chain passed through up to the state it at time
t. This attribute of Markov chain makes its application wide. Here it is assumed
that for all states i and j and for all hours t, P(bt+1 = j | bt = i) does not depend on
t, which makes it possible to write,
P(bt+1 = j | bt = i) = pi j ,

(3.2.2)

where pi j is the probability that the system will be in a state j at time t+1, having
the knowledge that the current state of the system is i. The p0i j s are often referred
to as the transition probabilities for the Markov chain. Given that the system has k
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states, the transition probabilities will be expressed as the k × k transition probability matrix, which may be written as


p11 p12 · · · p1k
 p21 p22 · · · p2k 


P= .
(3.2.3)
..
.. 
..
 ..
.
.
. 
ps1

ps2

···

pkk

The following properties apply:
Property 1 Knowing that at time t the system is at state i, at time t + 1 the system
has to be in one of the existing states.
Property 2 Since the entries in k × k matrix express the corresponding probabilities, they must be non-negative .
Property 3 The entries in each row must sum up to 1.

3.3
3.3.1

The Markovian switch
Modeling
(1)

(N)

Suppose a set of N competing price predictors producing forecasts pt to pt of
(1)
(N)
real price p̂t . If {εt , ..., εt } is the set of daily errors for price predictors 1 to
N, then the minimum element of this set (εt∗ ) determines the best performing price
(1)
(N)
predictor for period t. The set of {εt , ..., εt } can be used to design a Markov
model which can predict the best performing predictor for period t in the multipredictor model. The flowchart in 3.2 explains the whole framework of using three
forecasting methods for predicting next day electricity prices and daily errors to
choose the best price predictor.
Specifically, let ε GARCH , ε HW , and ε MRJD be absolute errors for GARCH, HW
and MRJD forecasting techniques as compared to the real prices. The parameter et
defines the state of Markov model at time t:

 1, if ε GARCH < ε HW
2, if ε HW < ε GARCH
et =

3, if ε MRJD < ε HW

and ε GARCH < ε MRJD
and ε HW < ε MRJD
and ε MRJD < ε GARCH

(3.3.1)
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Timevseries

Timevseries

Timevseries

GARCHvModelvidentification

HWvModelvidentification

MRJDvModelvidentification

GARCHv ParametervEstimation
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MRJDvParametervEstimation

GARCHv
Validation

No

HWv
Validation

Yes

No

Yes
HWvdailyvabsoluteverror

GARCHvdailyvabsoluteverror

MRJDv
Validation

No

Yes
MRJDv dailyvabsoluteverror

MarkovvSwitch

Bestvpricevpredictorv

Day-aheadvmarketvpricevforecast

Figure 3.2: Flowchart presenting steps in the whole framework.

Let Ei j = {et : et = j, et−1 = i,t = 1, ..., T }, then the 3 × 3 transition probabilities matrix is defined as:
priSW
j =

3.3.2

Card(Ei j )
, i,
3
∑n=1 Card(Ei,n )

j = 1, ...3

(3.3.2)

Results

Results can be seen in Publication III

3.4

Forecasting methods to model intra-day and
real-time market prices

In contrast with day-ahead market price forecasting tools, the existing forecasting
models for real-time market prices are very limited [80], [63] and [53]. Intra-day
and real-time market prices have two components: the price magnitude and the
price direction. To address this phenomenon, one has to combine forecasting tools
capable of capturing both. Reference [63] suggests the combination of a seasonal
ARIMA (SARIMA) forecasting model with a Markov chain to forecast real-time
market prices. The price direction is captured by the Markov model and the price
magnitude is forecasted by SARIMA.

3.4. FORECASTING METHODS TO MODEL INTRA-DAY AND
REAL-TIME MARKET PRICES

3.4.1
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Modeling price magnitude

The modeling process of real-time and intra-day market price magnitude is similar
to that of day-ahead market prices. Having the historical time series for real-time
and intra-day market prices, one has to choose a best fitting forecasting technique,
for example one of those forecasting techniques explained in section 3.1.

3.4.2

Modeling price direction

As in reference [63], price directions for intra-day and real-time markets are modeled using Markov chains.

Modeling intra-day market price direction
The probabilities of the transition matrix for intra-day Markov model are estimated
using historical intra-day market prices. Based on the intra-day prices, for each
bidding period t, the binary pair (btsell , btbuy ) is defined as follows.
sell(buy)
bt


=

1
0

if a selling(buying) price exists
Otherwise

(3.4.1)

The following four states can be distinguished for intra-day market prices: (1)
No selling/buying price exists, (2) Only a selling price exists, (3) Only a buying
price exits, and (4) Both selling/buying price exist.
Accordingly, we define ot as the parameter which shows the state of the intraday price at time t.


1



2
Intra-day
ot
=

3



4
Intra-day

Intra-day

if
if
if
if

buy

(btsell , bt ) = (0, 0)
buy
(btsell , bt ) = (0, 1)
t = 1, 2...T
buy
(btsell , bt ) = (1, 0)
buy
(btsell , bt ) = (1, 1)

Intra-day

(3.4.2)

Intra-day

Let Oi j
= {ot
: ot
= j, ot−1
= i,t = 1, ..., T }, then element
(i, j) of transition probability matrix pri j for i, j = 1, ..., 4 can be calculated as:
Intra-day

Intra-day
pri j

=

Card(Oi j

)

Intra-day
)
∑4n=1 Card(Oi,n

i, j = 1, ...4

(3.4.3)
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Modeling real-time market price direction
The real-time market prices have similar discrete behavior. The following four
states can be distinguished for real-time market prices: (1) No up/down-regulating
price exists, (2) Only an up-regulating price exists, (3) Only a down-regulating
price exits, and (4) Both up-regulating and down-regulating price exist. Similar to
the intra-day market, the state of real-time market price can be modelled using a
four-state Markov process as follows:

up
1 if (bt , btdown ) = (0, 0)



up
2 if (bt , btdown ) = (0, 1)
Real-time
ot
t = 1, 2...T
(3.4.4)
=
up
3 if (bt , btdown ) = (1, 0)



up down
4 if (bt , bt ) = (1, 1)
Real-time =
As in intra-day market case let OReal-time
= {otReal-time : otReal-time = j, ot−1
ij
i,t = 1, ..., T }, then element (i, j) of transition probability matrix priReal-time
for
j
i, j = 1, ..., 4 can be calculated as:

priReal-time
=
j

Card(OReal-time
)
ij
)
∑4n=1 Card(OReal-time
i,n

i, j = 1, ...4

(3.4.5)

The transition probability matrix of Markov model for real-time prices are estimated using the real-time historical data.

3.5
3.5.1

Scenario tree
Scenario generation

The forecasts of day-ahead, intra-day and real-time market prices provide the
means and the variances of those prices. Using the normal distribution and forecasted means and variances, many price scenarios are generated for each planning
hour. However, this can increase the problem size significantly and makes the solution time unacceptably long. To have a tractable problem size, the most common
approach is to generate a large number of scenarios and reduce it in a way that the
previous information about the stochastic process is maintained in best possible
way [43]. The backward reduction algorithm is one of the existing tools to reduce
the number of price scenarios.

3.5. SCENARIO TREE

3.5.2
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Scenario reduction

One of the most common reduction algorithms is backward reduction, explained in [43] and [75]. The algorithm is depicted in Figure 3.3.
Generate S scenariosxandxassumex
theyxarexequallyxlikely toxhappen (Ps)
Computexthexdistancesxofxallx
scenarioxpairsx(cj,k ; j,k=1...S)

·
·
·

ComputexthexMinl Pl*min(cl,j)
Deletexthexcorrespondingxscenario
Recalculatexthexprobabilities

Isxdesiredxnumberxofxpreservedx
scenariosxreached

No

Yes
Exit

Figure 3.3: Backward reduction algorithm
The backward reduction algorithm defines a sub-scenario tree and reassigns
probabilities to the saved scenarios in such a way that the probability distance
between the reduced probability measure and the original probability measure is
minimized. The probability distance is measured considering the scenario probabilities and the distances of the scenario values. The described algorithm applies
Kantorovich distance.

3.5.3

Rolling planning

As was explained earlier the rules for day-ahead market are different from the
rules of intra-day and real-time markets. The information about intra-day and realtime markets is revealed continuously. Hence, in order to benefit from the information released over time, instead of simulating the whole planning period by only
one scenario tree, the model is formulated using rolling planning by introducing
multi-stage recursion. In the two-stage stochastic problems the decision variables
are categorized as here and now (also in the literature known as root) decisions
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Figure 3.4: Scenario tree for rolling planning for the whole planning period

and wait and see (also known as recourse) decisions [12]. Root decisions have
to be taken before the uncertainties are revealed, while recourse decisions can be
taken after the outcomes of the uncertain events are released. Thus, correcting actions can be done using recourse decisions. For example, hydro power producer
has to decide bid volumes (root decision) to the day-ahead market under uncertainties. The bids in many markets have to be put 12 to 36 hours in advance. The
intermittent behaviour of wind power in the power system causes volatile market
prices. Therefore, to increase the profit, some recourse actions might be needed in
the form of selling/buying bids in the intra-day market, or up/down regulation bids
in the real-time market.
As new information is arriving hourly, the idealistic case would be to update
the evolved information in the planning model in each hour. However, the size of
the stochastic model increases exponentially over time. Thus, to keep the model
computationally tractable the information is updated in the planning model in every
several hours (we call it iteration); the model steps forward in time with several
hours step using rolling planning. For each time step a new scenario tree is used,
which contains the updated forecasts for intra-day and real-time market prices. The
implementation of the rolling planning to update the price forecasts are illustrated

3.5. SCENARIO TREE
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in Figure 3.4.
After the first iteration the volume sold in the day-ahead market for each hour is
known. In the consecutive iterations the variable corresponding to the bid amount
to the day-ahead market is fixed to the values found in the first iteration, in such
a way that the dispatch of day-ahead market is respected when optimal trading of
intra-day and real-time markets take place. In addition, after each iteration, also
the bidding volumes of intra-day and real-time markets for corresponding hours
are fixed.

Chapter 4

Stochastic Optimization
In this chapter, two basic classes of stochastic optimization models for hydropower
planning are described. The first class is one-level stochastic programs with exogenous market prices. The second class is bi-level stochastic programs which
calculate the market prices internally.

4.1

Single-level two-stage stochastic optimization
problems with recourse

Stochastic optimization as a branch of optimization theory has recently become an important tool for decision making problems with random variables. With
the liberalized market environment and intermittent wind power introduction the
power system planning and operation can be viewed as stochastic problems. Stochastic optimization is a suitable tool to solve decision-support problems in the
power system planning and operation. Programs in which some recourse actions
can be undertaken when the uncertainty is revealed are called recourse programs
(RP). Recourse stochastic problems express a situation where a long-term decision is implemented without having complete knowledge about random variable of
the model. However, at later stages there is a possibility of correcting short-term
actions, when throughout time the information related to the random variable reveals. With the help of those corrective actions, it is possible to avoid violation of
constraints containing a random variable. Therefore, the long-term decisions must
be taken in an optimal way. This is to minimize the cost related to the long-term
decisions and the expected cost at later stages from the short-term decisions.
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It is assumed that the probabilistic distributions of the random variables are
known. The values of the random variables will be available only after the random
experiment. Let ξ be the vector of the random variables. The decision variables
are divided into two groups:
• First-stage decisions: these decisions have to be taken before the experiment.
• Second-stage decisions: these decisions are taken after the experiment.
The general form of the two-stage linear program with fixed recourse is given below
Min z = cT x + Eξ [Min q(s)T y(s)]

(4.1.1)

subject to:
Ax = b

(4.1.2)

T (s)x +Wy(s) = h(s)

(4.1.3)

x ≥ 0, y(s) ≥ 0

(4.1.4)

The objective function (4.1.1) consists of deterministic part cT x (the cost related to
the long-term decisions) and expected value of the second stage objective
[q(s)T y(s)] (the expected cost of the short-term decisions), which considers all realizations of the random event s. For each s the value of y(s) is the solution of the
linear program.
Equations (4.1.2)-(4.1.4) are optimization constraints, where x is the first stage
variable, which does not depend on the realization of the random variable s. c,
b , and A are first stage vectors and matrices corresponding to x. q, T and h are
problem data, which are known when the random event s is realized. Thus, every
component of q, T and h is a random variable. When the s random event is realized
the second-stage decision y(s) is taken. For each s, y(s) decision is taken in a such
way that constraints (4.1.2) and (4.1.4) are satisfied.

4.2

Bi-level optimization problems: stochastic MPEC

This section is an introduction to the optimization problem constrained by complementarity and other optimization problems, which also is known as multi-level
problems [9]. The bi-level optimization programs are very suitable to describe energy market behavior and interactions of market actors [37]. The structure of a
bi-level optimization program is depicted in Figure 4.1.
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In a liberalized market environment any market player has to take a decision
subject to the market equilibrium. For example a profit maximizing producer generates its strategy to participate in the market while estimating the market clearingprices. This problem can be formulated as an upper-level problem subject to a
lower-level problem, where the upper-level represents the profit-maximizing agent
and the lower-level is the market equilibrium. Note that the upper-level problem
can be constrained by one or multiple lower-level problems. If the constraining lower-level problems are reformulated as a set of equilibrium constraints, the
resulting problem is called a mathematical program with equilibrium constraints
(MPEC).

Minimize or maximize objective function
Subject to
Constraints
First constraining optimization problem
·
·
·
nth constraining optimization problem
Figure 4.1: An optimization problem constrained by n optimization problems
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The general formulation of bi-level stochastic optimization problem is stated
below;
Minimize{x}∪{x1 ,...,xs }∪{λ 1 ,...,λ s ,µ 1 ,...,µ s }
f (x, x1 , . . . , xs , λ 1 , . . . , λ s , µ 1 , . . . , µ s )

(4.2.1)

subject to:
h(x, x1 , . . . , xs , λ 1 , . . . , λ s , µ 1 , . . . , µ s ) = 0

(4.2.2)

g(x, x1 , . . . , xs , λ 1 , . . . , λ s , µ 1 , . . . , µ s ) ≤ 0

(4.2.3)

1

s

(4.2.4)

hω (x, x1 , . . . , xω , . . . , xs ) = 0; [λ ω ]

(4.2.5)

ω

ω

Minimizexω f (x, x , . . . , x , . . . , x )
subject to:
ω

1

ω

s

ω

g (x, x , . . . , x , . . . , x ) ≤ 0; [µ ]

(4.2.6)

where ω = 1, . . . , s. In the bi-level stochastic optimization problem equations
(4.2.1)-(4.2.3) represent the upper-level, and equations (4.2.4)-(4.2.6) represent the
lower-level. The vector x ∈ R contains a set of upper-level variables. The vector xs ∈ R includes the set of variables belonging to the lower-level. The vectors
λ s , µ s ∈ R represent dual variables of the equality and inequality constraints of the
lower-level problem.
If the lower-level problem is linear, the feasible region is convex and the bilevel stochastic optimization problem (4.2.1)-(4.2.6) can be transformed to a single-level problem by replacing the lower-level problem with its KKT conditions.
Hence, the bi-level stochastic optimization problem (4.2.1)-(4.2.6) can be recast
as an stochastic MPEC. The stochastic MPECs are non-linear since they contain
complementarity constraints. Linearization techniques are needed to tackle the
nonlinear complementarity constraints.

4.2.1

SOS1 Linearization

One way to linearize complementarity constraints is to apply SOS1 linearization. For that purpose, first Schur’s decomposition is implemented and then SOS1
variables are introduced [79]. Suppose we have a non-linear constraint as follows;
0 ≤ y ⊥ g(x, y) ≥ 0

(4.2.7)
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Schur’s decomposition can be applied by introducing variables u, v depending on
x, y in the following way:
y + g(x, y)
2
y − g(x, y)
v=
2
u− | v |= 0

(4.2.10)

y≥0

(4.2.11)

g(x, y) ≥ 0

(4.2.12)

u=

(4.2.8)
(4.2.9)

To simplify things the transformation of the absolute value is needed in the
equation (4.2.10). For that purpose | v | is expressed as the sum of the positive
and negative parts, where at most one variable out of the variable pair is non-zero.
Thus, v = v+ − v− , where v+ and v− are SOS1 variables. The linearization of the
non-linear equation (4.2.7), therefore, is supported precisely by equations (4.2.13)(4.2.18) and SOS1 variables.
y + g(x, y)
2
y − g(x, y)
+
−
(v − v ) =
2
+
−
u − (v + v ) = 0

(4.2.15)

y≥0

(4.2.16)

g(x, y) ≥ 0

(4.2.17)

u=

+

−

v , v are SOS1 variables

(4.2.13)
(4.2.14)

(4.2.18)

Chapter 5

Risk Management
Three types of risk measures are described; quadratic risk measure, CVaR and
hourly CVaR risk measures. The quadratic risk measure is applicable for optimization problems with a deterministic variable, while the other two risk measures
can be introduced into optimization problems with stochastic variables.

5.1

Introduction and literature review

Financial risk management has been mainly relevant for long- and mid-term hydropower planning, since the planning decision over a short-term horizon has not
been subject to significant change. However, integration of renewable energy
sources into the power system together with current liberalized market conditions
made the financial risk control also relevant for short-term hydropower planning
[22].
One way to bound the financial risk is by introducing a profit target and penalty
term for not meeting the target [56]. The references [27, 28] use VaR (Value-atRisk) risk measure to hedge electricity price volatility. Another way to bound
the financial risk is by the introduction of coherent CVaR [56]. The CVaR risk
measure is used in [22, 40, 69] to model the behavior of a risk-averse producer. A
time consistent version of CVaR is presented in [76]. The quadratic risk measure
is used in [24] which models thermal power production.
Three types of risk measures, which later on are used in short-term hydropower
planning models are introduced and explained in the following sections.
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The quadratic risk measure

Suppose we have an LP as follows:
Maximizex cT x

(5.2.1)

subject to:
Ax = b

(5.2.2)

Gx ≤ h

(5.2.3)

x∈R

(5.2.4)

We assume that, the objective function coefficient vector c ∈ R is the only random
vector with mean c̄. The covariance of the objective function coefficient vector will
be the following:
E(c − c̄)(c − c̄)T = W

(5.2.5)

The objective function cT x is a random variable, where (5.2.6) is the mean value
and (5.2.7) is the variance.
E[cT x] = c̄T x
T

(5.2.6)
T

T

2

T

var[c x] = E(c x − Ec x) = x W x

(5.2.7)

To maximize the risk-sensitive profit, we have to introduce the variance in the
objective function. Thus, the linear combination of the expected profit and the
profit variance is maximized. The new objective function will follow:
E[cT x] − χvar[cT x]

(5.2.8)

where χ ≥ 0 is the risk aversion parameter. With the introduction of the profit
variance in the objective function, the LP set out in (5.2.1)-(5.2.4) results a QP
stated in (5.2.9)-(5.2.12) [16].
Maximizex c̄T x − χxT W x

(5.2.9)

subject to:
Ax = b

(5.2.10)

Gx ≤ h

(5.2.11)

x ∈ R.

(5.2.12)
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The CVaR risk measure

The risk can be also modeled with coherent risk measure CVaR. The CVaR
is often applied to the total profit of the whole planning period [22]. Therefore,
CVaR is also called terminal CVaR. For a given significance level δ and a planning
horizon T , VaRδ = ξ , refers the maximum profit value in a way that the following
holds Prob{Π ≤ ξ } ≤ (1 − δ ), where Π is the profit. CVaRδ is the conditional
expectation of the profit not exceeding VaRδ . Thus, CVaRδ =E[Π | Π ≤ ξ ]. The
CVaR is formulated as follows:

CVaRδ =

1
1−δ

∑

ωs Πs .

(5.3.1)

s∈S|Πs ≤ξ

Equivalently (5.3.1) can be written as a stochastic optimization program as in
(5.3.2a)-(5.3.2b).
E[(ξ − Πs )− ]
(1 − δ )
subject to : (ξ − Πs )− ≥ 0

Maximize ξ −

(5.3.2a)
(5.3.2b)

PDF

where x− = max(0, x). For each realization of s, when constraint (5.3.2b) is binding, the first term ξ in the objective function contains VaR at probability level
δ . The second term in the objective function simply is the expected value of
(ξ − Πs )− , which is different from zero. The graphical illustration of CVaR is
provided in Fig. 5.1.

1VaR
CVaR

Profit

Figure 5.1: Demonstration of the VaR and CVaR concepts
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With the CVaR risk measure the stochastic reformulation of LP summarized in
(5.2.1)-(5.2.4) will result in the following stochastic LP.

Maximizex (1 − χ)E[Πs ] + χ(ξ −

E[(ξ − Πs )− ]
)
(1 − δ )

(5.3.3)

subject to:
(ξ − Πs )− ≥ 0

(5.3.4)

Axs = b

(5.3.5)

Gxs ≤ h

(5.3.6)

x ∈ R.

(5.3.7)

where Πs = E[cT x] is total profit per scenario.

5.4

The T-CVaR risk measure

The CVaR risk measure controls the lower tail of the total profit for the whole
planning day. This means that with CVaR we do not optimize the lower tail of
profit distribution in each planning hour and this might lead to bad lower tails in
intermediate hours. The hourly CVaR risk measure, instead of bounding the profit
variance for the whole planning period, bounds the profit variance by introducing
a profit target for each planning period. Thus, in contrast with CVaR, T-CVaR is
applied on hourly profit. The stochastic optimization program stated in (5.3.2a)(5.3.2b) will be reformulated as follows:

E[(ξt − Πs,t )− ]
(1 − δ )
subject to: (ξt − Πs,t )− ≥ 0

CVaRt (δ ) =Maximize ξt −

(5.4.1a)
(5.4.1b)

where again x− = max(0, x). With T-CVaR risk measure the stochastic LP formu-
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lated in (5.3.3)-(5.3.7) will have the following form:
Maximizex (1 − χ)E[Πs,t ] + χ(ξt −

E[(ξt − Πs,t )− ]
)
(1 − δ )

(5.4.2)

subject to:
(ξt − Πs,t )− ≥ 0

(5.4.3)

Axs = b

(5.4.4)

Gxs ≤ h

(5.4.5)

x ∈ R.

(5.4.6)

Chapter 6

Optimal bidding of a hydropower
producer with stochastic and
exogenous prices
Optimal bidding of a hydropower producer for two-settlement markets and threesettlement markets are presented with exogenous prices. Day-ahead, intra-day and
real-time market prices are forecasted and entered to the models as input data.
Here the hydropower producer is a price taker.

6.1

Nomenclature

HE

Hour equivalent, water flow 1 m3 /s for 1 hour;

Sets
i
j
n
t
k
s
Rj

index for possible bid prices i = 1, . . . , I;
index for power plants j = 1, . . . , J;
index for discharging segments n = 1, . . . , N;
index for planning periods t = 1, . . . , T ;
index for iterations in rolling planning k = 1, . . . , K;
index for market price scenarios s = 1, . . . , Sk ;
set of power plants downstream hydropower plant j;

Parameters
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ωs
I j,t
Ḡ j
m̄ j
m0j
µ j,n
γj
Q̄ j,n
pf
pds,t
sell/buy
ps,t
up/down
ps,t
p̂ f
p̂td
sell/buy
p̂t
up/down
p̂t
ρi
sell/buy
ρi
up/down
ρi
τj
χ
δ
Wi,dj
sell/buy

probabilities associated with the price scenarios;
hourly inflow level to reservoir j ;
maximum power production of plant j;
maximum reservoir content ;
initial reservoir content ;
marginal production equivalent of plant j segment n ;
expected future production equivalent for plant j ;
maximum discharge level for plant j at segment n ;
expected future electricity price;
day-ahead market price scenarios;
intra-day market price scenarios;
real-time market price scenarios;
expected future electricity price;
hourly expected day-ahead market prices;
hourly expected intra-day market prices;
hourly expected real-time market prices;
fixed bid price for day-ahead market;
fixed bid price for intra-day market;
fixed bid price for real-time market;
delay time for the water between power plants;
risk aversion level;
significance level;
covariance matrix for day-ahead market price scenarios;

Wi, j

covariance matrix for intra-day market price scenarios;

up/down
Wi, j

covariance matrix for real-time market price scenarios;
Expected value operator;

E[?]
Variables
Gs, j,t
ms, j,t
ms, j,T
Qs, j,t,n
Λs, j,t
d
xi,t
qds,t

generation of power plant j in hour t and scenario s;
content of reservoir j at the end of hour t, for scenario s;
reservoir content at the end of the planning period for scenario s;
discharged volume of power plant j, segment n in hour t and scenario s;
spillage from reservoir j in hour t and scenario s;
hourly bid volume to day-ahead market;
dispatch level in hour t, scenario s in day-ahead market;
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sell/buy
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xi,t

hourly selling/buying bid volumes to intra-day market;

sell/buy
qs,t

selling/buying dispatch level in hour t, scenario s in intra-day
market;
hourly up/down bid volume to real-time market;

up/down

xi,t

up/down

qs,t
ξ
d
πs,t
sell/buy
πs,t
up/down
πs,t
Πs,t
Card(?)

6.2

up/down dispatch level in hour t, scenario s in real-time market;
Value-at-Risk for a significance level δ ;
day-ahead market profit;
intra-day market profit;
real-time market profit;
profit in hour t and scenario s;
Cardinality number of a set.

Introduction and literature review

In many electricity markets in the world, the hydropower has a big share in the generation mix. Variable operation costs for hydropower plants are negligible. Each
hydropower plant accompanies a reservoir (if the hydropower plant is not run of
the river), which contains a limited amount of energy. An advantage of the hydropower plants is the ability of increasing or decreasing its production very fast as
compared to other generation types. These features make the hydropower a flexible
energy resource in electricity markets to provide balancing energy [3]. Electricity
markets all around the world are multi-settlement, including day-ahead, intra-day
and real-time markets. Depending on the electricity market, the day-ahead market
is also called “spot market”, the intra-day market is called “adjustment”market and
the real-time market is known as “balancing ”or ”regulating market.
The hydropower producer is an active participant in these market places, owning cheap energy with high flexibility. Therefore, to maximize its profit the hydropower producer needs to develop coordinated bidding strategies for these markets. The uncertainty of market prices and the dynamics between different market
places make the coordinated bidding a challenging task. In addition, electricity
prices in different market places become more volatile due to the integration of
intermittent renewable energy sources such as wind and solar power [51]. Accordingly, the electricity price uncertainty needs to be properly modeled in the
coordinated bidding of a hydropower producer.
Optimal bidding models for a profit maximizing hydropower producer can be
distinguished as deterministic and stochastic. The deterministic approach does not
count uncertainties in the system, thus the problems are computationally tractable.
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However, often the solution of the deterministic problem is suboptimal. Short-term
hydropower planning deterministic models are addressed in [21], [10], [14], [23]
and [44]. With the increased uncertainties in the power system, like integration
of the renewable energy sources, the prediction of the real situation becomes hard,
which in its turn makes the issue of suboptimal solutions worst. Hence, researchers
focus on stochastic optimization to capture uncertainties existing in the electricity
market when modeling short-term hydropower planning. References [62], [60],
[71], [35] and [41] apply stochastic optimization techniques to plan hydropower
production.
Bidding models of a profit maximizing hydropower producer can be categorized as for one-settlement market, two-settlement market and three-settlement
market. Optimal bidding models for one-settlement market are presented in [29]
and [34]. Reference [29] presents a stochastic programming model for bidding to
a two-hour-ahead market. The authors in [34] derive optimal bidding curves to
day-ahead market applying two-stage stochastic program. In these references uncertainties related to day-ahead market prices are addressed. References [40], [69]
and [22] address day-ahead market bidding strategy for a risk-averse hydropower
producer.
References [32], [13], [88], [92] and [89] develop hydropower coordinated bidding models in a two-settlement market. Reference [32] discusses the coordinated
bidding strategy to the day-ahead market for a price-taker hydropower producer,
considering the possibility to trade in the intra-day market. References [13], [88],
[92] and [89] discuss coordinated trading of a hydropower producer. The dayahead and real-time markets are addressed.
Coordinated planning models for three-settlement markets are developed in
[67] and [90]. A stochastic coordinated bidding strategy for a thermal power producer addressing all three markets (day-ahead, intra-day and real-time) is introduced in [67]. In this reference, day-ahead, intra-day and real-time market prices
are considered as random variables. However, the reference [90] develops a coordinated production allocation model for a hydropower producer in day-ahead,
intra-day and real-time markets.
The coordinated bidding models of a profit maximizing hydropower producer
developed in this thesis are presented below.

6.3. COORDINATED BIDDING TO A TWO-SETTLEMENT MARKET

6.3
6.3.1
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Coordinated bidding to a two-settlement market
Modeling

The coordinated bidding model to day-ahead and real-time markets is stated in
(6.3.1)-(6.3.10).
Maximise

up
down down
s,t qs,t − ps,t qs,t ) + p f
∑ ωs [∑(pds,t qds,t + pup
s

t

J

∑ ∑ γr ms, j,T ]

(6.3.1)

j=1 r∈R j

subject to :
i−1
d
qds,t = ∑ xi−l,t
i f ρi ≤ pds,t ≤ ρi+1

(6.3.2)

l=0
i

up
up
up
up
qup
s,t = ∑ xi−l,t i f ρi ≤ ps,t ≤ ρi+1

(6.3.3)

l=0
i
down
down
= ∑ xi−l,t
i f ρidown ≤ pdown
≤ ρi+1
qdown
s,t
s,t

(6.3.4)

l=0
N

N

ms, j,t = ms, j,t−1 − ∑ Qs, j,t,n − Λs, j,t + ∑ Qs, j−1,t−τ j ,n + Λs, j−1,t−τ j + I j,t (6.3.5)
n=1

n=1

N

Gs, j,t =

µ j,n Qs, j,t,n
n=1
down
+
qds,t + qup
s,t = qs,t
j

(6.3.6)

qdown
≤ qds,t
s,t

(6.3.8)

Qs, j,t,n ≤ Q̄ j,n

(6.3.9)

∑

∑ Gs, j,t

ms, j,t ≤ m̄ j

(6.3.7)

(6.3.10)

where (6.3.1) is the objective function and (6.3.2)-(6.3.10) are constraints. The
objective function (6.3.1) consists of expected profit from the trading on the dayahead market, real-time market and future trading. The third term in (6.3.1) has
negative sign, since the hydropower producer buys energy from the TSO. By down
regulation, the hydropower producer aims to increase its profit by buying water
when the prices are low, having an intention to sell it with more favourable prices.
The constraint (6.3.2) is the bidding rule for day-ahead market explained in the
subsection 2.1.2. Accordingly, the bidding rules for up/down regulation are pro-
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vided by constraints (6.3.3) and (6.3.4). As it is necessary to keep the hydrological
balance between reservoirs, constraint (6.3.5) is introduced. In each hour the new
content of the reservoir is equal to its old content plus water inflow minus water
outflow. The discharge and the spillage from the upper reservoir flow in the reservoir located downstream with delay time (τ). The constraint (7.2.6) bounds hourly
generation for each operated power plant according to its maximum discharge capacity and marginal production equivalent.
The quantity traded in the day-ahead and real-time markets should be equal to
the total output of the generation units in each hour. This leads to constraint (6.3.7).
Limitation on down regulated quantity is modeled by constraint (6.3.8). According
to the market rules the down regulated quantity cannot exceed the dispatch volume
in the day-ahead market. The hourly discharge level and hourly water storage level
are bounded by constraints (6.3.9) and (6.3.10) respectively.

6.3.2

Results

Publication I and Publication II present results of the two-market stochastic
biding model.

6.4

The coordinated bidding to three-settlement market
with quadratic risk measure

6.4.1

Modeling

Optimal production allocation of a hydropower producer in a three-settlement market is formulated in (6.4.1)-(6.4.7). The day-ahead, intra-day and real-time markets
are considered. The release of information between sequential markets is modeled
using rolling planning approach.
T

Maximize

∑ ( p̂td xtd + p̂tsell xtsell − p̂tbuy xtbuy + p̂tup xtup − p̂tdown xtdown )

t=1

T

J

+ p̂ f

∑∑

j=1 r∈R j
T

T

T

T

T

γr m j,T − χ( ∑ ∑ Wi, j xid xdj + ∑ ∑ Wi, j xisell xsell
j
i=1 j=1

T

T

i=1 j=1
T

T

up up
down down
+ ∑ ∑ Wi, j xibuy xbuy
xj
j + ∑ ∑ Wi, j xi x j + ∑ ∑ Wi, j xi
i=1 j=1

i=1 j=1

i=1 j=1
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+Var(psf ) ∑

∑ γr2 m2j,T )

(6.4.1)

j r∈R j

subject to :
N

N

m j,t = m j,t−1 − ∑ Q j,t,n − Λ j,t + ∑ Q j−1,t−τ j ,n + Λ j−1,t−τ j + I j,t
n=1

(6.4.2)

n=1

N

G j,t ≤

µ j,n Q j,t,n
n=1
xtd + xtsell + xtup = xtbuy + xtdown +

(6.4.3)

∑

∑ G j,t

(6.4.4)

j

xtbuy + xtdown ≤ xtd

(6.4.5)

Q j,t,n ≤ Q̄ j,n

(6.4.6)

m j,t ≤ m̄ j

(6.4.7)

The (6.4.1) is the objective function constrained by the equations (6.4.2)
-(6.4.7). These constraints are explained in subsection 6.3.1.
The objective function of the quadratic programming model for production
planning is defined as the convex combination of the expected profit and the multiperiod variance of profit. This is formulated in (6.4.8).

Maximise E[Π] − χVar[Π]

(6.4.8)

where χ ∈ [0, ∞) is explained as a risk aversion level. The value of χ gives
trade-off between expected profit and profit variance. The expected profit of the
hydropower producer E[Π(s,t)] = E[π d (s,t)] + E[π sell (s,t)] + E[π buy (s,t)]
+ E[π up (s,t)] + E[π down (s,t)] + E[π f (s,t)] can be calculated as:
"
E[Π(s,t)] =

T

∑ ( p̂td xtd + p̂tsell xtsell − p̂tbuy xtbuy + p̂tup xtup − p̂tdown xtdown )

t=1

#
+ p̂ f ∑

∑ γr m j,T

j r∈R j

(6.4.9)
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where
p̂td =

Sk

∑ ωs pds,t ,

s=1
Sk

p̂tup =

s,t ,
∑ ωs pup

s=1

p̂tsell =

Sk

∑ ωs psell
s,t ,

p̂tbuy =

s=1

p̂tdown =

Sk

Sk

s,t
∑ ωs pbuy

s=1
Sk

f
f
∑ ωs pdown
s,t , p̂ = ∑ ωs ps .

s=1

(6.4.10)

s=1

The multi-period variance of the profit Var[Π(s,t)] = Var[π d (s,t)]
+Var[π sell (s,t)] +Var[π buy (s,t)] +Var[π up (s,t)] +Var[π down (s,t)]
+Var[π f (s,t)] is derived as:
T T h
buy buy buy
sell
Var[Π] = ∑ ∑ xid Wi,dj xdj + xisell Wi,sell
j x j + xi Wi, j x j +
i=1 j=1
up up up
xi Wi, j x j + xidownWi,down
xdown
+Var(psf )
j
j

∑ ∑ γr2 m2j,T ]

(6.4.11)

j r∈R j

The positive semidefinite matrix W ≥ 0 is the covariance matrix which is calculated based on the preserved price scenarios. Based on the future price scenarios
the variance of future prices is calculated. Assuming that prices at different market places are mutually independent the equation (6.4.11) is derived based on the
variance definition. Accordingly, in the variance matrix only diagonal elements are
considered non-zeros.
The quadratic programming model (6.4.1)-(6.4.7) is non-linear but convex.
The convexity guarantees the global optimum solution.

6.4.2

Results

For the discussion and analysis on the results please see Publication V.

6.5

6.5.1

The coordinated bidding to three-settlement market
with T-CVaR risk measure
Modeling

Optimal bidding of a risk-averse hydropower producer in three-settlement market
is formulated in (6.5.1)-(6.5.29). The day-ahead, intra-day, and real-time markets
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are addressed, where electricity prices are considered uncertain. The reveal of
information throughout the time is modeled using rolling planning approach.

T |Ω[t,T ] |

MaximizeΦ (1 − χ) ∑

∑

buy buy
up up
sell
ωs (pds,t qds,t + psell
s,t qs,t − ps,t qs,t + ps,t qs,t

t=1 s=1
J

down
− pdown
+ pf
s,t qs,t

T

1
∑ ∑ γr ms, j,T ) + χ ∑ (ξt − 1 − δ
j=1 r∈R j
t=1

|Ω[t,T ] |

∑

ωs rs,t )

(6.5.1)

s=1

sub ject to :
d
d
ρi − Γ1 (1 − α̂s,t,i
) ≤ pds,t ≤ ρi+1 + Γ1 (1 − α̂s,t,i
)
i

i

d
d
d
d
− Γ1 (1 − α̂s,t,i
) ≤ qds,t ≤ ∑ xi−l,t
+ Γ1 (1 − α̂s,t,i
)
∑ xi−l,t
l=0
I

(6.5.4)

sell
sell
sell
− Γ2 (1 − α̂s,t,i
) ≤ psell
s,t ≤ ρi+1 + Γ2 (1 − α̂s,t,i )

l=0
I

(6.5.7)

i=1
buy
buy
buy
) ≤ pbuy
ρibuy − Γ3 (1 − α̂s,t,i
s,t ≤ ρi+1 + Γ3 (1 − α̂s,t,i )
i
i
buy
buy
buy
buy
xi−l,t
− Γ3 (1 − α̂s,t,i
) ≤ qbuy
xi−l,t
+ Γ3 (1 − α̂s,t,i
)
s,t ≤
l=0
l=0
I
buy
=1
α̂s,t,i
i=1
up
up
up
ρiup − Γ4 (1 − α̂s,t,i
) ≤ pup
s,t ≤ ρi+1 + Γ4 (1 − α̂s,t,i )
i
i
up
up
up
up
xi−l,t
− Γ4 (1 − α̂s,t,i
) ≤ qup
≤
xi−l,t
+ Γ4 (1 − α̂s,t,i
)
s,t
l=0
l=0
I
up
α̂s,t,i
=1
i=1
down
down
down
ρidown − Γ5 (1 − α̂s,t,i
) ≤ pdown
≤ ρi+1
+ Γ5 (1 − α̂s,t,i
)
s,t

∑

∑

∑

(6.5.6)

l=0

sell
=1
∑ α̂s,t,i

∑

(6.5.5)

i

sell
sell
sell
sell
− Γ2 (1 − α̂s,t,i
) ≤ qsell
∑ xi−l,t
s,t ≤ ∑ xi−l,t + Γ2 (1 − α̂s,t,i )

∑

(6.5.3)

l=0

d
=1
∑ α̂s,t,i

i=1
ρisell
i

(6.5.2)

∑

(6.5.8)
(6.5.9)
(6.5.10)
(6.5.11)
(6.5.12)
(6.5.13)
(6.5.14)
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i

i

down
down
down
down
− Γ5 (1 − α̂s,t,i
) ≤ qdown
≤ ∑ xi−l,t
+ Γ5 (1 − α̂s,t,i
)
∑ xi−l,t
s,t
l=0
I

(6.5.15)

l=0

down
=1
∑ α̂s,t,i

(6.5.16)

up up
buy buy
down down
sell
ξt − (pds,t qds,t + psell
s,t qs,t − ps,t qs,t + ps,t qs,t − ps,t qs,t ) ≤ rs,t

(6.5.17)

i=1

N

N

ms, j,t = ms, j,t−1 − ∑ Qs, j,t,n − Λs, j,t + ∑ Qs, j−1,t−τ j ,n
n=1

n=1

+ Λs, j−1,t−τ j + I j,t

(6.5.18)

N

Gs, j,t =

(6.5.19)

∑ µ j,n Qs, j,t,n

n=1
d
sell
qs,t + qs,t + qup
s,t

down
= qbuy
+ ∑ Gs, j,t
s,t + qs,t

(6.5.20)

j

down
≤ qds,t
qbuy
s,t + qs,t

(6.5.21)

Q̄dj,n

(6.5.22)

0 ≤ Qs, j,t,n ≤

0 ≤ ms, j,t ≤ m̄ j

(6.5.23)

0 ≤ Λs, j,t

(6.5.24)

sell/buy up/down
qds,t , qs,t
, qs,t
≥0
sell/buy
up/down
d
α̂s,t,i
, α̂s,t,i , α̂s,t,i
∈ {0, 1}
sell/buy up/down
d
xi−l,t
, xi−l,t , xi−l,t
≥0
ms, j,t=0 = m0j

(6.5.25)

rs,t ≥ 0, ξt ∈ R

(6.5.26)
(6.5.27)
(6.5.28)
(6.5.29)

The objective function is stated in (6.5.1), which again is modeled as a convex
combination of the expected profit and risk. Here risk is modeled with hourly
CVaR explained in the subsection 5.4.
Like in the model presented in subsection 6.3 the bidding rule for day-ahead
market follows:
i−1
d
qds,t = ∑ xi−l,t
i f ρi ≤ pds,t ≤ ρi+1

(6.5.30)

l=0
d and a large enough constant Γ is used to reformulate
Here binary variables α̂s,t,i
1
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the constraint (6.5.30).
d
d
ρi − Γ1 (1 − α̂s,t,i
) ≤ pds,t ≤ ρi+1 + Γ1 (1 − α̂s,t,i
)
i

i

d
d
d
d
− Γ1 (1 − α̂s,t,i
) ≤ qds,t ≤ ∑ xi−l,t
+ Γ1 (1 − α̂s,t,i
)
∑ xi−l,t
l=0
N
d
=1
∑ α̂s,t,i

(6.5.31)
(6.5.32)

l=0

(6.5.33)

i=1

The constraints (6.5.31)-(6.5.33) define the bidding rules for the day-ahead market. In the same way the constraints (6.5.5)-(6.5.10) are introduced. They state
the bidding rules in the intra-day market, for selling and buying bids respectively.
Finally, the bidding rules for the real-time market (up- and down-regulating bids)
are modeled by constraints (6.5.11)-(6.5.16). The constraint (6.5.17) defines the
profit target in each scenario and hour. The remaining constraints (6.5.18)-(6.5.29)
are hydropower planning constraints which are explained in subsection 6.3.

6.5.2

Results

Results and comparison analyses with risk measure can be seen in Publication VI.

6.6

Summary

In this chapter three stochastic models for a price-taker hydropower producer
are presented. The first model introduces an optimal coordinated bidding model
for the day-ahead and real-time markets. According to the results, the model either
bids to the day-ahead market with maximum capacity and puts an offer for downregulation, or offers up-regulating bids. The second and the third hydropower
planning models include the short-term risk factor. The second model adds the
quadratic risk term in the objective function as a profit variance. In the third model
the risk is included, introducing hourly profit targets.
The bidding results from both the second and the third model show that the
inclusion of short-term risk factor improves the bidding strategies for a profit maximizing hydropower producer. For both models, the hydropower producer offers
the base amount to the day-ahead market and participates in the intra-day and realtime markets using the remaining quantity.

Chapter 7

Optimal bidding of a hydropower
producer with stochastic and
endogenous prices
Optimal bidding of a hydropower producer for one-settlement market is introduced. The market prices are stochastic endogenous. The strategic behavior
of a profit maximizing hydropower producer in day-ahead market is modeled by
stochastic MPECs. Day-ahead market prices are calculated internally as dual
variables of the load balance constraints.

7.1

Introduction and literature review

The concentration in generation sector and the limited capacity of transmission
network may allow market participants (particularly generators) to bid above their
marginal cost and exercise market power [11]. A generator can be a price taker or
a price maker in the electricity markets.
A generation firm, particularly a hydropower producer behaving as a price taker
is introduced in the previous chapter.
The generation firm acting strategically considering the strategic behavior of
other market participants is modeled in [49], [61], [8], [45], [46] and [72]. This
behavior is outside scope of this thesis and it is not elaborated further.
Usually, the strategic behavior of a power producer is modeled as optimization
program constrained by another optimization program, which then is transformed
to a nonlinear program using KKT optimality conditions [73], [47], [93], [48] and
59
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[85]. Due to the nonconvex nature of the resulting program, a large amount of work
has been done in the literature, on searching for efficient solution methodologies,
suggesting a large range of solution schemes from heuristics to special equilibrium
models [49], [18], [58], [48], [6] and [66]. In spite of the existing efficient solution
methods, it is not always possible to reach the global optimum of the problem,
especially when the model includes the transmission constraints and it is applied
to a large scale system.
References [58], [38], [6], [77] study different models for a price maker producer. The Stackelberg equilibrium is applied to the AC power systems in reference [58]. The model is solved using a non-interior point method. A strategic
bidding scheme for a thermal power producer is modeled in [38] as a stochastic bilevel optimization program. Then using KKT optimality conditions the stochastic
bi-level optimization program is reduced to the single level stochastic MPEC [59],
which is converted to stochastic MILP using disjunctive constraints.
The authors in [6] apply binary expansion of offer quantities and prices to complementarity constraints. In [77] the strong duality theory and the KKT optimality
conditions are used to reduce bi-level optimization problem into MILP.
The strategic behavior for a producer is modeled in [66] for only one hour
planning period. The binary expansion approach is applied to transform stochastic
MPEC into stochastic MILP. Teixeira at al [84] models strategic behavior of a
hydro power producer using a residual inverse demand function. Pousinho et al
[70] solve the strategic bidding problem for a hydro power producer by MILP
formulation. Reference [68] is the extension of [70] by incorporating uncertainty
in the model. The strategic bidding problem for a hydropower producer in dayahead market is addressed in [91]. Reference [81] reviews the existing literature in
the field.
The bidding problem of a hydropower producer with endogenous prices are
addressed in the following sections.

7.2
7.2.1
Sets
i
j

The optimal bidding to the day-ahead market with
stochastic prices
Nomenclature

index for possible bid prices i = 1, . . . , I;
index for hydro power plants j = 1, . . . , J;

7.2. THE OPTIMAL BIDDING TO THE DAY-AHEAD MARKET WITH
STOCHASTIC PRICES
k
n
t
s
Rj
⊥

index for generation type k = 1, . . . , K;
index for discharging segments n = 1, . . . , N;
index for planning periods t = 1, . . . , T ;
index for market price scenarios s = 1, . . . , Sk ;
set for power plants downstream of hydropower plant j;
Orthogonality symbol;

Parameters
ωs
I j,t
H̄ j
Ḡk
Ds,t
m̄ j
moj
η j,n
γj
Q̄ j,n
pf
ρi
τj
ck , αk
M1 , M2

probabilities associated with the price scenarios;
inflow level to each power plant and time;
maximum power production at plant j;
maximum power production for generation type k;
realized hourly demand scenarios;
maximum reservoir content;
initial reservoir content;
marginal production equivalent at plant j segment n;
expected future production equivalent for plant j;
maximum discharge level in plant j at segment n;
expected future electricity price;
possible fixed bid prices for day-ahead market;
delay time for the water between power plants;
intercept and slope of cost function ;
positive large numbers;

Variables
ps,t
µs,k,t
Hs, j,t
Gs,k,t
ms, j,t
ms, j,T
Qs, j,t,n
Ss, j,t
xi,t
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realized day-ahead market price scenarios;
dual variables
generation level at each hydro power plant, hour and scenario;
generation level at each generation type, hour and scenario;
content of reservoir j at the end of hour t, for each scenarios;
reservoir content at the end of the planning period for each scenario;
discharged volume for hourly bids, for each power plant, segment, hour and scenarios;
spillage from reservoir j during hour t, for each scenario;
hourly bid volumes to day-ahead market corresponding to the
possible bid prices;
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dispatch level for each hour and scenario according to day-ahead
market bids;
binary variable which is equal to 1 when realized price belongs to
ith interval;
objective function value.

qs,t
ds,t,i
z

7.2.2

Modeling

The mathematical formulation of the stochastic bi-level optimization problem
in day-ahead market is presented below:
S

MaximizeΦ

J

T

∑ ωs [ ∑ (ps,t qs,t + p f ∑ ∑ γr ms, j,T ]

s=1

(7.2.1)

j=1 r∈R j

t=1

subject to:
ρi − M1 (1 − ds,t,i ) ≤ ps,t ≤ ρi+1 + M1 (1 − ds,t,i )
i

(7.2.2)

i

∑ xi−l,t − M1 (1 − ds,t,i ) ≤ qs,t ≤ ∑ xi−l,t + M1 (1 − ds,t,i )
l=0
I

(7.2.3)

l=0

∑ ds,t,i = 1

(7.2.4)

i=1

N

N

ms, j,t = ms, j,t−1 − ∑ Qs, j,t,n − Ss, j,t + ∑ Qs, j−1,t−τ j ,n + Ss, j−1,t−τ j + I j,t (7.2.5)
n=1

n=1

N

Hs, j,t ≤

(7.2.6)

∑ η j,n Qs, j,t,n

n=1

qs,t = ∑ Hs, j,t

(7.2.7)

Qs, j,t,n ≤ Q̄ j,n

(7.2.8)

j

ms, j,t ≤ m̄ j

(7.2.9)
T

MinimizeΞ

K

∑ ∑ (ck Gs,k,t +

t=1 k=1

αk 2
G )
2 s,k,t

(7.2.10)

subject to:
K

∑ Gs,k,t + qs,t = Ds,t ;

[ps,t ]

(7.2.11)

k=1

Gs,k,t ≤ Ḡk ; [µs,k,t ]

(7.2.12)
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The first level is a maximization problem for a profit maximizing hydropower
producer. The second level is the economic dispatch problem based on cost minimization. The (7.2.1) is the profit of the hydropower producer, who acts strategically. The first term is the expected profit from day-ahead market trading and the
second term is the expected profit from the stored water. Φ= {qs,t , xi,t , ms, j,t ,
Qs, j,t,n , Ss, j,t } is the set of decision variables of the upper level problem, where
{qs,t , xi,t , ms, j,t , Qs, j,t,n , Ss, j,t } ∈ R. In order to model the bidding process, the bidding rule presented in subsection 2.1.2 is applied. The day-ahead market bids in
each hour and dispatched quantities in each hour and scenario are modeled in constraints (7.2.2)-(7.2.4).
The constraint (7.2.5) sets balance in the reservoirs. The new content of the
reservoir is equal to the old content of the reservoir plus water inflow minus water
outflow. The generation and discharge relation in each power plant is stated in constraint (7.2.6). The constraint (7.2.7) sets the bound on the dispatched quantity in
day-ahead market. Maximum discharge capacity and maximum reservoir content
are imposed by the constraints (7.2.8) and (7.2.9).
The constraint (7.2.10) is the objective function of the second level problem,
which aims to minimize the total production cost. The load balance is set by
(7.2.11), according to which the sum of the total production coming from different generation types plus the hydropower production have to satisfy the demand.
Available production from different generation type is bounded by (7.2.12). Ξ
={Gs,k,t } is the set of all decision variables of the lower level problem; {Gs,k,t } ∈ R.
The bi-level stochastic optimization problem (7.2.1)-(7.2.12) can be solved by
replacing the second level optimization problem by its KKT conditions [16]. This
transformation will result in a stochastic MPEC. Applying SOS1 linearization technique the stochastic MPEC will result in a stochastic MILP which can be solved
efficiently. The step by step derivation of the stochastic MPEC problem is provided
in the Publication IV.

7.2.3

Results

Results and discussions also can be seen in the Publication IV.

7.3

The optimal bidding to the day-ahead market with
explicit modeling of opportunity cost: stochastic
approach
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Nomenclature

Sets
j
k
t
s
n
y
l
d
rj
Parameters
ωs
I j,t
Ḡk
Wd,s,t

hydropower plants, j = 1, . . . , J;
generation type, k = 1, . . . , K;
planning periods, t = 1, . . . , T ;
market price scenarios, s = 1, . . . , S;
nodes, n = 1, . . . , N;
discritization levels, y = 1, . . . ,Y ;
transmission lines, l = 1, . . . , L;
demand d = 1, . . . , D;
set for power plants located downstream of hydropower plant j;

M̄ j
M oj
F̄l
R¯k
λj
pf
ck
Hn,l
Ak,n
Ld,n
E[?]
Γ

probabilities associated with the price scenarios;
inflow level to each power plant j and time t;
maximum power production for generation type k;
net demand at load d at scenario s and at hour t in day-ahead
market;
maximum reservoir content;
initial reservoir content;
maximum line capacity;
maximum ramp rate;
expected future production equivalent for plant j;
expected future electricity price;
elements of linear cost function ;
power transfer distribution factor ;
Generation connection matrix;
demand connection matrix;
Expected value operator;
positive large numbers;

Variables
ps,t
pn,s,t
Ĝ j,t
Gs,k,t
Ms, j,t

realized price scenarios in the day-ahead market;
realized nodal price scenarios in the day-ahead market;
quantity bid to day-ahead market for unit j and in hour t;
day-ahead market dispatch of generation k, scenario s and hour t;
content of reservoir j at the end of hour t, in scenario s;
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Ms, j,T
reservoir content at the end of the planning period in scenario s;
Λs, j,t
spillage from reservoir j during hour t, in scenario s;
bs, j,t,y
binary variable;
Φs, j,t,y
discretized profit in the day-ahead market for strategic unit j, in
hour t and scenario s;
Πs,t
day-ahead market profit in hour t and scenario s;

7.3.2

Mathematical Modeling

The strategic coordinated bidding to the day-ahead and real-time markets is formulated with hourly resolution. Uncertainties related to wind power and electricity
demand in both market places are taken into account.
The day-ahead economic dispatch
A bid is a price-quantity pair, which contains information on how much electric power a producer/consumer wants to sell/buy and at what price. The market
operator runs the stochastic day-ahead economic dispatch stated in (7.3.1)-(7.3.8).
J

Minimize

∑ ωs ∑ ck Gs,k,t − p f ∑ ∑ λr Ms, j,T
s

(7.3.1)

j=1 r∈r j

t,k

subject to:

∑ Gs,k,t = ∑ Wd,s,t ;
k

[ps,t ]

(7.3.2)

d

0 ≤ Gs,k,t ≤ Ḡk ; [γs,k,t , µs,k,t ]

(7.3.3)

− F̄l ≤ ∑ Hn,l [∑ Gs,k,t Ak,n − ∑ Ld,nWd,s,t ] ≤ F̄l ; [βs,t,l , δs,t,l ]
n

k

(7.3.4)

d

Ms, j,t = Ms, j,t−1 − Gs, j,t − Λs, j,t + Gs, j−1,t + Λs, j,t + I j,t ; [ψs, j,t ]

(7.3.5)

0 ≤ Ms, j,t ≤ M̄ j ; [σs, j,t , νs, j,t ]

(7.3.6)

0 ≤ Λs, j,t ; [φs, j,t ]

(7.3.7)

− R̄k ≤ (Gs,k,t − Gs,k,t−1 ) ≤ R̄k ; [ζs,k,t , ηs,k,t ]

(7.3.8)

The objective function (7.3.1) minimizes the linear generation cost minus the
value of the stored water. The day-ahead load balance is set by the constraint
(7.3.2). According to this constraint, the generated amount Gs,k,t coming from
k = 1 . . . K generation types has to be equal to the total electricity demand in each
hour and scenario. The constraint (7.3.3) limits the available capacity for each generation type. The constraint (7.3.4) bounds power transfer over transmission lines.
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The constraints (7.3.5)-(7.3.7) are related to hydropower units. The hydrological
balance among cascaded hydro reservoirs is imposed by equation (7.3.5). Note
that in equation (7.3.5), all variables measured originally in cubic meters (m3 ) of
water are converted to MWh by dividing them by the production equivalent. The
reservoir storage level is bounded by (7.3.6). The constraint (7.3.7) defines the
spillage as a positive variable. Finally, the constraint (7.3.8) imposes the ramp rate
for generation units.
The primal variables of the day-ahead economic dispatch problem are Gs,k,t ,
Ms, j,t and Λs, j,t . Corresponding to each constraint of the day-ahead economic dispatch problem, a set of dual variables exists. The ps,t is the dual variable associated
with the load balance constraint, which is the marginal cost of satisfying the demand, which represents the system prices.

The strategic bidding to the day-ahead market
The strategic bidding problem of a hydropower producer in the day-ahead market can be formulated as a stochastic bi-level optimization problem [37]. The upper
level represents the hydropower bidding problem in the day-ahead market and the
second level corresponds to the day-ahead economic dispatch. The mathematical
formulation of the strategic bidding problem to the day-ahead market for a hydropower producer is presented below:

S

MaximizeΦ

T

(7.3.9)

∑ ωs ∑ Πs,t

s=1

t=1

subject to:
0 ≤ Ĝ j,t ≤ Ḡ j

(7.3.10)
J

MinimizeΞ

∑ ∑ ck Gs,k,t − p f ∑ ∑ λr Ms, j,T
t

(7.3.11)

j=1 r∈r j

k

subject to:

∑ Gs,k,t = ∑ Wd,s,t ;
k

d

[ps,t ]

(7.3.12)
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0 ≤ Gs,k,t ≤ Ḡk ; [γs,k,t , µs,k,t ], ∀k 6= j

(7.3.13)

0 ≤ Gs, j,t ≤ Ĝ j,t ; [γs, j,t , µs, j,t ],

(7.3.14)

− F̄l ≤ ∑ Hn,l [∑ Gs,k,t Ak,n − ∑ Ld,nWd,s,t ] ≤ F̄l ; [βs,t,l , δs,t,l ]

(7.3.15)

n

k

d

Ms, j,t = Ms, j,t−1 − Gs, j,t − Λs, j,t + Gs, j−1,t + Λs, j−1,t + I j,t ; [ψs, j,t ] (7.3.16)
0 ≤ Ms, j,t ≤ M̄ j ; [σs, j,t , νs, j,t ]

(7.3.17)

0 ≤ Λs, j,t ; [φs, j,t ]

(7.3.18)

− R̄k ≤ (Gs,k,t − Gs,k,t−1 ) ≤ R̄k ; [ζs,k,t , ηs,k,t ]

(7.3.19)

The upper level prepares hourly bids to the day-ahead market. The objective
function is stated in (7.3.9).
The constraint (7.3.10) bounds hourly bids. ΦD = {Ĝ j,t } is the set of decision
variables of the upper level problem, where {Ĝ j,t } ∈ R.
The lower level problem is the day-ahead economic dispatch based on the submitted bids. ΞD ={Gs,k,t , Ms, j,t , Λs, j,t } is the set of all decision variables of the lower
level problem; {Gs,k,t , Ms, j,t , Λs, j,t } ∈ R.
Equations (7.3.13) and (7.3.14) limit hourly generation from nonstrategic and
strategic units respectively. The remaining constraints in the lower level problem
have been explained in the section 7.3.2. To summarize, the strategically acting
hydropower producer (the first level) submits an hourly energy quantity Ĝ j,t to
day-ahead market. According to this knowledge the market operator runs the dayahead economic dispatch (the second level problem). When the day-ahead market
is cleared, the hydropower producer is notified whether its bids are accepted.
To solve bi-level bidding problems in the day-ahead market the lower level
problems have to be replaced by KKT optimality conditions. Three different methodology is used to avoid nonlinearity caused by complementary constraints. Step
by step derivation of the problems is provided in Publication VII.

7.3.3

Results

Results and discussions can be seen in the Publication VII.

7.4

Summary

In this chapter stochastic bi-level bidding models for day-ahead market are presented for a price maker hydropower producer. The first bi-level optimization problem models the strategic behavior of a hydropower producer without considering
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transmission network constraints. It is solved replacing the lower level optimization problem by its KKT conditions. However, the second bi-level optimization
problem models a hydropower producer’s participation in day-ahead market considering transmission network and ramping constraints. Besides the second bi-level
optimization problem models the marginal opportunity cost of hydropower explicitly. To solve the second bi-level optimization problem, again the lower level is
replaced by its KKT optimality conditions. Results from both models have shown
that the hydropower producer has opportunity to exercise unilateral market power.

Chapter 8

Closure
This chapter concludes the dissertation and discusses some research ideas as future
works.

8.1

Conclusion

This thesis proposes mathematical models for short-term planning of hydropower
producers in sequential power markets. The optimal production allocation and
optimal bidding are considered. The optimal production under sequential dayahead, intra-day and real-time is modeled as a quadratic program. The different
forecasting techniques are developed to model prices in these sequential markets.
Then, the optimal bidding of a price-taking hydropower producer is modeled as
stochastic MILP. The rolling planning algorithm is developed to take advantage of
the revealed information between sequential markets.
Finally, the optimal bidding of a price-making hydropower producer is modeled as a stochastic MPEC. Three different linearization techniques are used to
convert the stochastic MPEC to a stochastic MILP. The day-ahead market is considered in these analyses. The developed optimization problem can explicitly model
the impact of strategic bidding on the opportunity cost of a hydropower producer.
The developed mathematical models can be extended further considering both dayahead and real-time markets. Studies should be focused on developing efficient
solution algorithms. The Benders decomposition seems to be a possible solution
strategy.
This work can be extended by developing better forecasting techniques for
intra-day and real-time markets. Forecasting prices in these markets involve pre69
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dicting both value and direction of prices. The direction is a discrete variable which
needs special forecasting techniques. This is an important research area left for the
future research.
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